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Data-calibrated global heat and atmospheric carbon concentration equations with historically cali-
brated extrapolations of other contributions to radiative forcing extrapolate an additional increase
in global average temperature of 2.00◦C in the 101 years after 2019. Global cooperation on mul-
tiplying extrapolated anthropogenic carbon emissions to decline to nearly zero over the course of
several decades limits that increase to 0.75◦C. In that case, future reduction of the absolute value
of a data-calibrated extrapolation of tropospheric aerosol shielding is compensated by reduction in
net radiative forcing from ozone and black carbon on snow and ice. Extrapolated increase in ra-
diative forcing from nitrous oxide is compensated by reduction in radiative forcing as accumulated
carbon dioxide transports deeper into the ocean. With only 2/3 global cooperation or less, how-
ever, extrapolated global average temperature is higher and is continuing to increase in 2120. Even
with complete global cooperation on an approach to zero CO2 emissions, a slower approach that
multiplies reductions by 1/2 by 2050 gives results up to 2120 that are similar to 2/3 global cooper-
ation on faster reductions. Extrapolated sea level rise for all of these cases is similar for a century
after 2120 because of an ingrained imbalance. Extrapolated estimated maximum additional loss of
coral reef area for times from 2020–2120 is about three times as large with no global cooperation
than with complete global cooperation. These results are not to be interpreted as predictions to
answer what would actually occur, but rather as very context-dependent extrapolations that lead
to interesting questions.

1. Background

This is the fifth in a series of reports describing components of a revision an earlier form [1] of the
Climate Action Gaming Experiment (CAGE). The four previous reports in this series developed
the inputs for the extrapolations described here. The titles of those reports are

CAGER1: Climate Action Game Experiment Motivation and Role of Radiative Forcing
CAGER2: Calibration and Extrapolation of a Simple Global Carbon Balance Model
CAGER3: Non-anthropogenic Influences on Global Average Temperature
CAGER4: Global Heat Balance Model Parameter Calibration

CAGER1 gives equations and parameters for fits to historical data needed for most of the con-
tributions to radiative forcing used here. CAGER2 gives equations and parameters for a set of
extrapolations of atmospheric concentrations < CO2 > of carbon dioxide. CAGER3 gives parame-
ters for extrapolation of solar radiative forcing after removal of c. 11 year Schwabe cycle variations.
CAGER4 gives parameters needed for extrapolation of global average temperature. Since these
results are scattered amongst different documents, all of the equations and parameters needed to
reproduce the results described here are collected below in Appendix B.

This report presents extrapolation results for five different approaches to future anthropogenic
atmospheric carbon emissions. The starting point for each case is an extrapolation of historical
emissions, accounting for future effects of depletion of resources of fluid fossil fuels as described
in Appendix B and in CAGER2. Figure 1a shows the emissions multipliers for each of these five
cases. The curve labeled 1 Green Deal corresponds to global cooperation with progress to nearly
zero emissions after fifty years. The other curves labelled Green Deal multiply the 1 Green Deal
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emissions limitation factors by the numbers indicated on Figure 1a. The 1/3 and 2/3 curves
are included to explore incomplete global cooperation that prevents an expeditious approach to
emissions limits proceeding all of the way to nearly zero emissions. The curve labelled Soft does
approach zero emissions, but not as expeditiously as for the faster reductions in the 1 Green Deal
case.

Figure 1b shows the < CO2 > paths that correspond to the five curves in Figure 1a. Figures 2a
and 2b respectively show the corresponding radiative forcing from < CO2 >, and from all of the
extrapolated sources combined. Figure 2b shows that total radiative forcing for the full Green Deal
case stays steady for the last few decades of the coming hundred years. This is despite continuing
growth of forcing from nitrous oxide shown in Figure 3a. A reason for this is that forcing from
< CO2 > continues to decline as that part of the CO2 that had accumulated in the atmosphere
gradually transitions into non-atmospheric locations as it approaches being nearer to equilibrium
with exchangeable carbon in those locations.
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Figure 1.Figure 1.Figure 1. (a) Multipliers of extrapolated global anthropogenic atmospheric carbon emissions, and
(b) corresponding evolutions of atmospheric CO2 concentration.
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Figure 2.Figure 2.Figure 2. (a) Radiative forcing from CO2 and (b) total radiative forcing corresponding to < CO2 >
evolutions in Figure 1b.

Meanwhile, the sum of solar, halogen, land use change (LUC), methane, and stratospheric water
vapor forcing stays about constant, as indicated in Figure 3a. In particular, halogen forcing, LUC
forcing, and methane emissions are fit with logistic functions. Methane has a short atmospheric
lifetime of about nine years, so its atmospheric concentration and radiative forcing level off with
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about a decade’s lag as its logistic function emissions rate levels off. Forcing from stratospheric water
vapor is proportional to the concentration < CH4 > with a short lag and also levels off. Also, the
solar forcing used has comparatively small amplitude 87.5-year Gleissberg cycle oscillations around
a very slowly evolving multicentury-scale change.

Moreover, the sum of data-calibrated short-lived contributions to net forcing from regionally
dependent pollutants shown in Figure 3b has a slightly declining trend starting about 2070 that
just about cancels the sum after 2070 of the five contributions to radiative forcing plotted in their
combines curve in Figure 3b. The overall effect is to level off the sum of all these contributions to
radiative forcing for the last four decades plotted in Figure 2b.
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Figure 3.Figure 3.Figure 3. (a) Radiative forcing from N2O (dotted curve), from CO2 (dot-dashed curve), and from
both together, (upper solid curve). The lower solid curve shows the sum and from solar forcing
excluding Schwabe cycle variations, from halogens, from land use changes with their effect on
albedo, CH4, and stratospheric water vapor. (b) Radiative forcing from tropospheric aerosols
(dotted curve), from the combination of ozone and black carbon on snow and ice (dot-dashed
curve), and from these together (solid curve).

However, for the 1/3 and 2/3 Green Deal cases, the rise of < CO2 > forcing plotted in Figure 2a
is too strong to allow stabilization of overall total radiative forcing for the next hundred years. For
the Soft case, the < CO2 > forcing does eventually decline, but the extrapolated total radiative
forcing remains about 0.5 W/m2 higher than the 1 Green Deal case even in 2120.

2. Temperature, Sea Level, and Upper Ocean Acidity

2.1. Temperature. Figure 4a plots extrapolations of temperature differences from the 1986–2005
temporal and global average temperature reference value. The CAGER4 estimate of the difference
between that 1986–2005 average and a transient-corrected global average temperature in equilib-
rium with zero radiative forcing is 0.8 ◦C. As described in CAGER4, after accounting for method-
ology differences including how effects of the 1991 Pinatubo volcanic eruption are handled, that
0.8 ◦C increment is close to another estimate [2] of the 1986–2005 average temperature over a 1750
using a set of global circulation models instead of the global heat balance equation used here.

The global average temperatures plotted in Figure 4a are averaged over c. 11 year Schwabe cycle
variations in solar irradiance and over variations correlated with the El Niño Southern Oscillation.
Variations of stratospheric aerosol shielding from volcanoes with shielding less than twice as strong
as the post-1836 average are assumed to average to zero. The results plotted in Figure 4a are
designed for subsequent use in an analysis based on future changes in the parameters plotted
herein, averaged over small transient variations and in the absence of future stratospheric aerosol
injections that have enduring global economic impact. These extrapolations are thus not directly
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comparable to results from other approaches that include large transient stratospheric aerosols or
repeating variations or oscillations of either anthropogenic or non-anthropogenic origin.

Only the cases shown in Figure 4a that eventually lead to zero anthropogenic atmospheric carbon
emissions prevent a continuing rise in global average temperature after 2120. For the full Green
Deal case in Figure 4a, the temperature increase from 2019 to a maximum in 2078 is 0.74◦C. After
2070, extrapolated temperature is nearly constant, declining by 0.02◦C from 2078 to 2120. For the
2/3 Green Deal case, the increase in temperature from 2019 to 2120 is 1.21◦C. The Soft Green Deal
temperature curve is slightly above but nearly equal to the 2/3 Green Deal case, crossing it in 2084
and then declining in 2120 to 1.05◦C above the 2019 value. Using a data-calibrated discount rate
of 0.023/yr [1, 4], the weight of future financial impacts of a given change in economic productivity
declines by half every 30 years. In that context, the Soft and 2/3 Green Deal extrapolations are
functionally nearly equivalent with respect to economic impacts of climate change.

The 0 and 1/3 Green Deal results plotted in Figure 4a eventually lead to future extrapolated
temperature increases over the year 2019 value that are over twice as large as for the full Green
Deal case. For the 1/3 and 0 Green Deal cases, the temperature increases from 2019 to 2120 are
respectively 1.642 and 2.01◦C, compared to 0.75◦C for the full Green Deal case. However, there are
smaller temperature differences between the 0 and full Green Deal cases of 0.10◦C and 0.58◦C at 30
and 60 years after 2019 respectively. Would an expectation of the growth in that difference over the
second thirty year interval be enough to prompt an near-term launch and subsequent expeditious
implementation of a comprehensive global plan to implement a full or very nearly full Green Deal
as described here? That is a question for work in progress at the time of this writing.
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Figure 4.Figure 4.Figure 4. (a) Global average temperature difference from a 1951–1980 average and (b) global average
sea level rise from 1990, both with radiative forcing extrapolations in Figure 2b.

2.2. Sea Level. Figure 4b plots results of solving an equation for global average sea level S of the
form

(2.1) H ′ = aS(τ − τS)

H is the change in sea level in centimeters since 1990, and τ is global average temperature dif-
ference from an equilibrium temperature with 1745–1755 average radiative forcing. Values of the
parameters aS = 0.322 and τS = 0.162◦C were calibrated against historical data [5] as described
below in Appendix A.

The two solid curves in Figure 4b between the No and Full Green Deal curves correspond to the
1/3 and 2/3 Green Deal cases in Figure 4a. The dashed curve corresponds to the Soft Green Deal
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case in Figure 4a. As noted in Appendix A, this simple model provides a good fit to post-World-
War-II estimates of changes in global mean sea level, but it does not attempt separately model
several processes [5] that affect that level.

In the context of this model, sea level rise increases even if global average temperature levels
off, as long as it levels off at a temperature higher than the temperature in which it would be in
equilibrium as determined by the parameter τS . An alternative approach [6] has sea level eventually
reaching an equilibrium at a higher temperature, albeit on a time scale of two centuries or more
that is long compared to the results plotted in Figure 4b and thus not of particular interest here.
The results shown in Figure 4b are only meant as an empirical indication of the magnitude of
possible future sea level rise rather than as a systematic attempt at extrapolation based on models
of the underlying physical process.

2.3. Upper Ocean Acidity and Coral Reef Loss. Figure 5a shows extrapolations of changes in
surface ocean layer acidity corresponding to the < CO2 > extrapolations in Figure 1b. Estimates
of the impact of the change in pH from 1750 on the fraction of total global coral reef area compared
to 1750 [7] are plotted in Figure 5b. The formula used for Figure 5a is

(2.2) ∆pH = αH(< CO2 > −280)βH

with αH = 0.00569 and βH = 0.67. The formula used for Figure 5b is

(2.3) f = γH ∆pH/(1 + γH ∆pH)

with γH = 0.56.
The plots in Figure 5b account only for the effect of changes in pH, not for possible additional

changes driven by increases in temperature. The latter could ideally be compensated for by re-
seeding coral with species adapted to a higher temperature, but that could prove to be impractical.
The dashed portions of the curves in Figure 5b could only be reached if natural or artificial reseeding
succeeded quickly enough once acidity peaked and declined, which could be problematic in practice.
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Figure 5.Figure 5.Figure 5. (a) Change in surface ocean layer pH since 1750 and (b) extrapolated acidity-driven
fractional global loss of coral reef area since 1750, both with < CO2 > evolutions as in Figure 1b.

Evolution of changes in < CO2 >, global average temperature, sea level, and coral reef damages
since 1990 are needed for future use in an economic impact model along the lines of the FUND
model [8]. It is for this reason that results for extrapolations of all of these quantities have been
developed as described here.
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Appendix A. Sea Level

Figure 6 compares estimates of the difference global mean sea level from its 1980–1999 average to
a least squares fit to the solution from 1946–2015 of the equation H ′ = aS(τ − τS). The initial
condition in 1946 with the least squares fit is -4.28 cm, which is 0.21 cm over the first data point.
This result suggests that global average temperature could need to be reduced to levels below that
before World War II, in order for sea level increases to stop.
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Figure 6.Figure 6.Figure 6. Difference in global mean sea level from its 1980–1999 average (dots) compared to least
squares fit to solutions of the equation H ′ = aS(τ − τS) with H = −4.50 cm in 1946 as the initial
condition.

Determinants of global mean sea level include thermal expansion, land ice melts, changes in regional
wind patterns, and a small effect from terrestrial water storage [5]. The results shown in Figure 6
lump all of these together to give a result that couples increases of global mean seal level with
increasing global average temperature in a matter empirically consistent with seven decades of
observational data. A more complete model than that adopted here uses an equation of the form
dH/dt = a(τ−τref−τs)+b dτ/dt, with the last term accounting separately for thermal expansion [9].
Using a data set with temperature growing exponentially, the three parameters in this equation
cannot be determined independently, so the simpler form without that additional term is used here.
A more complex model suggests that the thermal inertia component of sea level rise by the end of
the twenty-first century would be significant but substantially smaller than the total [10]. While a
near-term increase in global mean sea level seems likely to continue as global average temperature
increases, how that trend would work out quantitatively in the much longer term with the various
extrapolated evolutions of temperature plotted in Figure 5a is not a question that is addressed
here.

Appendix B. Equations and Parameters

Parameters for atmospheric emissions and radiative forcing are listed in Table 1. The first five rows
of numbers Table 1 list parameter sets for anthropogenic atmospheric emissions of nitrous oxide,
methane, and carbon in CO2. Initial concentrations in 1750 of < N2O > and < CH4 > in ppb
are respectively 270.6 and 788.2. Parameters used to convert extrapolations of those emissions to
atmospheric concentrations and radiative forcing are listed in Tables 2 and 3. The rest of Table 1
lists sets of parameters used to extrapolate radiative forcing from some other sources. Only one
constant b0 is needed to make the sum of the three cosinusoidal contributions to solar radiative
equal plus that constant equal to 0 in 1750, and only that sum is used here.
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Table 1. Emissions and Radiative Forcing Parameters

Type u = 1/(e−(t−b2)/b3) b0 b1 b2 b3

Emissions Formula ppb/yr ppb/yr Julian Year yr
N2O b0 + b1u -0.01 4.95 2059.82 50.76
CH4 ” -0.07 135.21 1954.50 27.03

Carbon Formula TtonneC/yr TtonneC/yr Julian Year years
Industrial b0 + b1u -0.000002 0.01529 2002.57 27.82
Land Use Early b0 + b1u(1− u) -0.000076 0.00594 1950.98 46.20
Land Use Late b1u(1− u) 0 0.00297 2021.63 8.91

Anthropogenic Forcing Formula W/m2 W/m2 Julian Year yr
Halogens Max[b0 + b1u,0] -0.002 0.405 1979.83 7.41
Land Use Changes b0 + b1u, 0.002 -0.213 1916.49 35.96
Contrails Max[b0 + b1u,0] -0.002 0.234 2040.36 20.15
O3 +BC on Snow/Ice b0 + b1u(1− u) -0.206 2.383 2041.44 42.99
AR6 Tropos. Aerosol ” 0.003 -5.423 1994.81 32.11

Solar Forcing Formula W/m2 W/m2 Julian Year yr
Grand Minimum b1 cos[2π(t− b2)/b3] 0 -0.046 1650 842
Gleissberg ” 0 0.032 1772.23 87.53
Triple Gleissberg b0 + ” 0.023 -0.020 1927.00 269.95

Note that the long-term limit of b1/(1 − u) is b1, while the maximum value of b1u(1 − u) is b1/4.
This should be kept in mind when comparing the values of b1 in Table 1 for tropospheric aerosols
and for ozone plus black carbon on snow to the values of b1 for the other contributions to radiative
forcing listed in Table 1. Also, fitting parameters in Table 2 for tropospheric aerosol forcing are
based on figure 2.10 of the Working Group 1 contribution to the Sixth Assessment Report (AR6)
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [11]. Table 3 lists a factor ca = 0.371 that
multiplies the AR6 radiative forcing from tropospheric aerosols for production of the results shown
in the present report.

Parameters and equations for radiative forcing as functions of < N2O >, < CH4 >, and < CO2 >
are listed in Table 2. The atmospheric concentrations G of gases < N2O >, < CH4 > needed for the
radiative forcing formulas in Table 2 can by computed by numerical integration of G′ = SG−G/tG.
The extrapolated emissions sources SG are to be computed using the numbers listed in Table 1.
The atmospheric lifetimes tG for nitrous oxide and methane are listed in Table 3. An alternative
described in CAGER1 is analytic solution using a hypergeometric function.

Additional parameters used to produce the results in the present report are listed in Table 3.
The last four parameters listed in Table 3 specify the multipliers of extrapolated anthropogenic
carbon emissions used above. The multipliers 1 − g1 + g1fp/fp0 for extrapolated anthropogenic
atmospheric carbon emissions have fp0 equal to the value of fp for y = t− 2019 = 0, where

(B.1) fp = (f45 − f23)y + g3(1 + f23) ln[ey3 + e23]− g5(1 + f45) ln[ey5 + e45]

with e23 = eg2/g3 , e45 = eg4/g5 , ey3 = ey/g3 , ey5 = ey/g5 , f23 = 1/e23, and f45 = 1/e45. The values
of fp/fp0 at y = 0 and as y → ∞ are respectively 1 and 0. So, the initial and long-term limits of
1− g1 + g1fp/fp0 are respectively 1 and (1− g1). The form of f ′p = dfp/dy is of one smoothed step
followed by another smoothed step function that eventually cancels the step from the earlier step.
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Table 2. Radiative Forcing Formulas

j 1 2 3

aj −2.4785× 10−7 −3.4197× 10−4 −8.9603× 10−5

aj units W m−2 ppm−2 W m−2 ppm−1/2 W m−1/2 ppb−1

bj 7.5906× 10−4 2.5455× 10−4 −1.2462× 10−4

bj units W m−2 ppm−1 W m−2 ppb−1/2 W m−2 ppb−1/2

cj −2.1492× 10−3 −2.4357× 10−4 0

cj units W m−2 ppb−1/2 W m−2 ppb−1/2

dj 5.2488 0.12173 0.045194

dj units W m−2 W m−2 ppb−1/2 W m−2 ppb−1/2

{C0,M0, N0} 277.15 ppm 731.41 ppb 273.87 ppb

FC = (d1 + a1(C − C0)
2 + b1(C − C0) + c1

√
N) ln(C/C0)

FN = (a2
√
C + b2

√
N + c2

√
M + d2)(

√
N −

√
N0)

FM = (a3
√
M + b3

√
N + d3)(

√
M −

√
M0)
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Table 3. Equations and Additional Parameters

Symbol Units Value Description

tN2O yr 116 < N2O >′ = eN2O−< N2O >/tN2O

tCH4 yr 9.1 < CH4 >
′ = eCH4−< CH4 >/tCH4

aH (W/m2) /ppb 0.000048 FH2O = aH < CH4 >|t−tlag
tlag yr 2 < CH4 > lag for stratospheric H2O forcing
< N2O >2019 ppb 331.8 < N2O > fit at t=2019
< CH4 >2019 ppb 1871.8 < CH4 > fit at t=2019
a2019 TtonneC 0.872 Carbon content in 2019 for a′ = feec − s′
s2019 TtonneC 1.076 Equilibrating reservoir 2019 fit for s′ = ν(rsaa− s)
ν 1/yr 0.01285 Carbon reservoirs equilibration rate
rsa 1 1.533 s/a ratio in equilibrium
fm 1 0.581 Minimum prompt sequestration escape fraction fe
a1750 TtonneC 0.592 Parameter in fe = 1 + (fm − 1)e(a−a1750)/a3

a3 TtonneC 0.524 Parameter for fe
fcoal 1 0.41 ec = fcoaleind + (1− fcoal)fdeind + eland
bd 1 0.68 Depletion factor fd = ((1 + bdU)/(1 + bdU2019))

βf

U2019 TtonneC 0.44 Cumulative industrial carbon emissions in 2019
βf 1 -0.35 Fluid fossil fuel depletion elasticity exponent
τ2019

◦C 1.309 Temperature increase from 1750 to 2019
β ◦C /(W/m2) 0.518 Climate sensitivity in cthτ

′ = F − τ/β
cth (W/m2)yr/◦C 28.49 Thermal inertia parameter
ca 1 0.371 Efficacy of AR6 tropospheric aerosol forcing
H2019 cm 8.14 2019 increase in sea level from 1980–1999 average
aS ( cm/yr)/◦C 0.349 Coefficient in H ′ = aS(τ − τS)
τS

◦C 0.162 Temperature for H ′ = 0
α pH ppm−β 0.00569 ∆pH = α(< CO2 >−280)β

β 1 0.67 pH formula exponent
γ 1/pH 0.56 Coral reef loss fraction =γ∆pH/(1+γ∆pH)
g1 1 1 Reference Green Deal emissions reductions fraction
g2 8 yr Target years until 1/2 way to reductions phase-out
g3 30 yr Reference timescale for reductions phase-out
g4 4 yr Target years until 1/2 to reductions phase-in
g5 4 yr Timescale for reductions phase-in
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